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ANALYSIS ROMEO & JULIET 
 

BOOK NOTES/ANNOTATIONS [DAILY] 
 Allusion 

 Dichotomy 

 Symbol 

 Motif 

 
FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE [CHOOSE 2] 

1. Metaphor 
Find one and explain which two things are being compared and what SHakepseare intends to 
communicate by making this comparison 

2. Simile 
Find one and explain which two things are being compared and what SHakepseare intends to 
communicate by making this comparison 

3. Alliteration 
Find an example of alliteration and determine the effect that it has on the mood of that particular 
portion of the scene.  Why did Shakespeare utilize this sound device here? 

4. Hyperbole 
Find an example and determine why Shakespeare utilized this poetic device in this moment.  What is he 
attempting to communicate about the character(s) and/or human nature? 

5. Pun [a play on words in which a humorous effect is produced by using a word that suggests two or more meanings 

or by exploiting similar sounding words having different meanings. EX: “A horse is a very stable animal”]  
Find an example and determine why Shakespeare utilized this poetic device in this moment.  How does it 
affect the characterization of the person speaking?  What is Shakespeare really attempting to say? 

 
 

CRITICAL THINKING [CHOOSE 2] 
1. Who has the MOST power?  Why and how is this achieved? Who, in our society or within your own circle, 

is similar to this character?  Why?  What might Shakespeare be attempting to communicate about human 
nature here? 

2. Who has the LEAST amount of Power?  Why and how is this achieved? Who, in our society or within your 
own circle, is similar to this character?  Why?  What might Shakespeare be attempting to communicate 
about human nature here? 

3. Which character pushes the CONFLICT forward?  Why and how is this achieved? Who, in our society or 
within your own circle, is similar to this character?  Why?  What might Shakespeare be attempting to 
communicate about human nature here? 

4. Which character most DESIRES PEACE?  Why and how is this achieved? Who, in our society or within 
your own circle, is similar to this character?  Why?  What might Shakespeare be attempting to 
communicate about human nature here? 

 

HOW TO CITE A PLAY 
  

EXAMPLE #1:  In the play __________ says, “_____________” (Act . Scene (lower case). Line #s). 

 

EXAMPLE #2: In the play Romeo says, "When my cue comes, call me, and I will answer" (IV.i.196).     

 


